Overview

- What is the Systems Development Forum (SDF)
- What can we do for you?
- Early Successes
- Front Door
- Venue for Collaboration
- Upcoming Events
• **What is the SDF?**
  • Venue for stakeholders to help them mitigate expected challenges and potential risks to programs
  • Help them identify critical standards for integrating onto AFNet
  • Discuss and provide input to proposed standards

• **Why?**
  • Difficulties integrating apps onto AFNET
  • Duplicate cost/complexity
  • We don’t know what we don’t know

• **How?**
  • Collaborative forum – Help us Help you
  • Institutionalize best practices
  • Assist PMs implementing technology on AFNET
  • Share common standards up front
  • Reduce complexity
What can we do for you?

- Information on new and current standards
- Briefings on current practices
- Links to the right people
- How does it work?
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- Be a part of the community
Early Successes

- **Successes – We are looking for more!**
  - Contractor needing SDC
  - Patch push breaking support software
  - Software vulnerability scanning tools
The purpose of the Systems Development Forum is to announce and solicit inputs on upcoming changes to Air Force architectures and standards for integrating and supporting applications on the Air Force Network. The forum will help resolve potential conflicts related to incompatibilities/inefficiencies between application and network designs. As standards are developed, notification of standards shall be announced as appropriate. The goal of this group will be to share lessons learned, get assistance and discuss the Air Force (AF) Service Delivery and Development Process (SDDP).

Past Events
- SDF, Colorado Springs, CO, 7 Feb
- Software Development Forum Overview
- AFNIC SDF Briefing Lessons Learned
- Achieving Networthiness: Implementing the AFNet Integration Process
- DISA Clouds RACE (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS)
- Development Process (SDP) & CLT
- Software Assurance (SwA) & Application Software

Related Links
- Industry, Air Force software developers come together in collaborative forum
- Inaugural Software Development Forum shapes future of network capabilities
- AFNIC to host first Air Force Software Development Forum

Submit registration form to afnic.eacr@us.af.mil. For questions about the Systems Development Forum or assistance with your registration contact AFNIC/CNAI, afnic.cna@us.af.mil, 818-229-5531.
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Front Door

Most open to Public
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• AFNIC SDF Public Web Page
  • Registration forms
  • Briefs from previous events
  • Announces upcoming events
  • When you register you will get update emails every two weeks which include:
    • Upcoming Events (Forums, Webinars)
    • Latest news
    • Issues and requests
  • Go to [www.afnic.af.mil](http://www.afnic.af.mil) and click the SDF logo
In Addition to Emails our primary Venue for Collaboration

- milSuite chosen as the primary platform
  - Restricts entrance to CAC holders
  - Conversations, briefings and documents up to FOUO
  - Uses Social media tools – wikis, blogs, videos and discussion forums
What is milBook?

- Venue for Collaboration
  - Discussion Forums
  - Blogs
  - Subscription services for updates
  - Event Calendar
  - Polls
  - Links to other sites
What is milTube?
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• What is milTube?

• Webinars
  • Air Force Directory Services – What do we provide?
    • Conducted on 8 Mar – posted to milTube
  • ERP Lessons Learned – What problems are we seeing in software implementations?
    • Conducted on 21 Mar – posted to milTube
  • Air Force Public Key Infrastructure – Signing mobile code
    • Conducted on 25 April – To be posted to milTube soon
Upcoming Events

- **Webinars**
  - ADX Migration – May 29 – Open to the Public
  - Evaluated Product List – May 30 – Govt/Govt Contractors only
  - Air Force IPv6 – Late July – Open to the public

- **Outreach**
  - Emails to all registered participants approximately once every two weeks
  - Technet – July 16 – 18, Collinsville, IL
  - AFITC – August 27 – 29, Montgomery, AL
  - New Forum event every six months
Upcoming Events

• Technet (Tentative) 16-20 July – Collinsville, IL
  • Systems Development Forum
  • AFNet Integration Process
  • IPV6
  • And More!

• AFITC (Tentative) – 27 – 29 Aug - Montgomery, AL
  • Systems Development Forum
  • Service Delivery and Development Process
  • Cyber Training and Simulation
  • AFNet Integration Process
  • AFNet Migration
  • Continuous Integration
  • Implementing Agile Development
  • And More!
Join the SDF

- Jump on board!
  - Visit the AFNIC web page at: www.afnic.af.mil
  - Click our logo
  - Fill out the registration form at the back of the room
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